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A graph P of valency k with a group G of automorphisms may be studied via 
the action of G on the vertex set VP. If  G acts transitively on VP, then the 
notions of primitivity and imprimitivity are meaningful. We consider a natural 
notion of “block system” for a general graph l=, which allows us to derive 
a “quotient” graph r whose vertices correspond to the blocks. The ideas are 
applied to antipodal systems in antipodal graphs: in particular we prove that 
for an antipodal distance-regular graph, the block size r cannot exceed the 
valency k; we further show that an antipodal distance-regular graph with r = k 
is (i) a circuit graph, (ii) a complete bipartite graph, or (iii) a threefold covering 
of Tutte’s trivalent eight-cage. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the problems arising in an attempt to classify graphs satisfying 
certain group theoretical restrictions is that of describing in some way the 
admissible imprimitive extensions of the basic “quasiprimitive” types (see 
for example, 133). For example if we consider arc-transitivity, then each 
basic quasi-primitive s-arc-transitive graph r gives rise to infinitely many 
(connected) imprimitive extensions each of which is s-arc-transitive and 
has the same valency as r (see [2]). We study admissible partitions Vfi = 
lJi Vi of the vertex set VT of a general graph r which allow one to pass to 
a quotient graph F/‘i(Vi> whose vertices are the blocks Vi which make up 
the partition. This suggests a natural definition of “morphism” 
for general graphs. The work stems from a result on block matrices of 
E. V. Haynsworth [6], parts of which were extended by W. Kuich [S] 
and repeated by H. Sachs [lo, 111 and M. Petersdorf 191. If we restrict to 
simple connected graphs p then the admissible partitions of VT reduce to 
the (0, I)-systems (see Section 3), examples of which have arisen in other 
contexts; for example, (a) the system of imprimitivity in one of the s-arc- 
transitive extensions mentioned above, or (b) the antipodal systems in 
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distance-transitive graphs [13]. A simple connected graph p with a 
(0, 1 )-system (XLil V’ is a covering graph of the associated quotient graph 
I’ = F/iXij, with the set X,( 1 .< i Y. nl) as the fiber over the corresponding 
vertex of l? 
All graphs are assumed to be finite. After considering generalities in 
Section 2, we restrict to simple connected graphs and in Section 3 study 
antipodal and distance-regular graphs. In Section 4 we show that the size Y 
of an antipodal block in an antipodal distance-regular graph cannot exceed 
the valency li and study the case where r == k. In Section 5 we consider 
possible antipodal coverings of complete graphs. 
A general graph r is a pair (VT, r) where VT is the set of vertices and 
J’ : l/r ;: VT--t R is a function from ordered pairs of vertices into some 
ring R, which we take to be the complex numbers C; (if y maps into the 
integers then I’ is called a discrete graph). Except for Section 2 where we 
consider general graphs, a graph will mean a simple, connected graph. A 
graph r of diameter d is G-distance-transitive if the group of automor- 
phisms G of r acts transitively on pairs of vertices at any given distance 
i, 0 < i < d. For the basic facts and theory of distance-transitive graphs 
we refer the reader to [l, 3,4]. If u E VI’, then r,(u) denotes the set of 
vertices of r at distance i from II. We write I’,(u) = r(u). r is called 
distance-regular if for each II E VT and each v E ri(lc), i > 0, the following 
integers depend only on i: 
Ci = ) r,-,g) n T(u); ; bi = 1 ri+,(u) n qv)I ; Lli = 1 qu) n qv)l . 
If r has diameter d, then this condition forces rd(u) i: 0’ for each u E VI’. 
c,, and b, are not defined, and r is said to have the intersection array 
t(r) = {k, b, ,..., bdeI ; 1, c2 ,..., cd). 
The theory of distance-regular graphs is developed in [2]. An s-arc of r is 
an ordered (s + I)-tuple of vertices (u, U, a.* u,) for which Q+~ E r(u,), 
0 < i < s, and u~+~ # uiPl , 0 < i < s. A graph r is (G, s)-transitive if 
the group G of automorphisms of r acts transitively on the set of s-arcs 
of r. 
The circuit graphs C, , the complete graphs K,,, , and the complete 
n-partite graphs Kr(l),T(z),.,,,r(7L) , are well known. The odd graph 01, , 
k >, 2, has as vertices the (k - I)-subsets of (1, 2,..., 2k - 11, two such 
being adjacent in 01, precisely when they are disjoint. 
I should like to thank Norman Biggs who initiated much of Sections 4 
and 5, and the referee for his helpful criticisms. 
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2. BLOCK-STOCHASTIC MATRICES AND MORPHISMSOF GENERAL GRAPHS 
In this section we work with equivalence classes of square matrices over 
C subject to the relation: A = A* if there exists a permutation matrix P for 
which P * A = A* * P. Since such a class of matrices may be viewed as 
“the” adjacency matrix A = (a. ) _ ., 231<2AN of a general graph r = (VT, y), 
where PT= {I, 2,..., N) and y(i, j) = u,~ , most of our definitions and 
results may be interpreted for general graphs. We shall usually work with 
some representative of a given class which has a desirable form. 
Let A = (u&~~,~~~ . A is stochastic if CL1 aij is independent of i. A is 
(m(l),..., m(n))-block-stochastic if A = (Aii)I(i,i<, with each Aij an 
(m(i) x m(j)) stochastic matrix. A is (m(l),..., m(n))-quasiblock-stochastic 
if A = (AiJlgi,icn, with each Aii an (m(i) x m(j)) matrix, and there exist 
complex numbers (the quasirow sums) d, , 1 < r < N, and vectors 
(where n(1) = 0, n(j) = CiI: m(i) for 2 < j < n, and d,(j)+1 = 1 for 
1 < j < n) such that 
A,jej = sijea , 1 <i, j<n. 
If A = (Aij)l<<,j<n 2 with each Aij an (m(i) x m(j)) matrix satisfying these 
conditions, then A is said to be in standardform. Set S = (Sij)r<i,j<n . Note 
that A is block-stochastic if d, = 1, I < r < N. Let 
0 
-4 fj= 8, 
0’ 
-0 
and denote by F the (N x n) matrix whose jth column is fj , 1 < j < n. 
With this notation we have [8] 
A.F=F.S. 
If A = (adlsi,jsN is stochastic (that is if n = 1, m(1) = N), then A is 
called (row-) regular of valency CL, aij . 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. A general graph r = (VT, y) whose adjacency 
matrix A iS (M(l),..., m(n))-block-stochastic, A = (A jj)lsi,jCn with Aij 
having row sum si3 , 1 < i, j < n, admits a (possibly trivial) partition of the 
vertex set Vr = V, U V, U **. w V, , such rhat for each vi E Vi and each 
j,l <i,j<n, 
wTv. YCL’i 3 jr> = sij 
I 
depends only on i and j. 
Given an (m(l),..., m(n))-quasiblock-stochastic matrix 
A = (aAsi,jsN E (Aij)l<i,j<.n , 
with quasirow-sum matrix S = (S.-J __ :, ._ z31<, ,cn , we call S the quotient of A via 
the partition (m(l),..., m(n)) of (I ,..., N) (the constants & , 1 < r -< N, 
being implicit in A): if A is (m(l),..., m(n))-block-stochastic, then the 
general graph corresponding to S = (siJ is the quorient of the general 
graph corresponding to A with respect to the particular partition of 
{l,..., N). Thus any general graph is a quotient of itself, and a regular graph 
of valency Ic E C has a quotient with a single vertex of valency h-. 
Two (N x N) matrices A, B, which are (m(l),..., m(n))-quasiblock- 
stochastic with respect to the same vectors ej , 1 < j -;< n, and which are 
in standard form, are called comparable. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf A, B are comparable quasiblock-stochastic matrices 
with quasirow-sum matrices S, T, respectively, then A, B, AB are comparable 
and AB has quasirow-sum matrix ST. 
Proof. With the notation developed above we have 
AF = FS; and BF = FT. 
Thus, 
(AB) F = F(ST). 
Moreover if A = (Aij)l<i,,<, and B = (Bij)l<<,j<n, then 
is also in standard form. 1 
Remark 2.3. The set & of comparable (N x N)(m( l),..., m(n)) (quasi- 
block-stochastic matrices form a matrix subalgebra of the algebra of all 
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complex (N x N) matrices, which contains the identity. It follows from 
Proposition 2.2 that the mapping s : & -+ M(n, C), which maps a matrix 
A = (Aij)lsi,js, to its quasirow-sum matrix S = (Sii)l<i,j<n , is an algebra 
epimorphism; s clearly respects addition and scalar multiplication of 
matrices in & and (2.2) implies that s also respects the multiplication in 
$1. Thus we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If S = (sij)lgi,jgla is a quotient oj’ A = (Aii)lgi,j~72 , 
then the minimalpolynomial ?f’S divides that of A. 
In particular the eigenvalues of S are also eigenvalues of A. A result of 
E. V. Haynsworth [6] yields more even than the following theorem; for 
completeness we offer a self-contained proof. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Haynsworth [6]). rf S = (s<j)l<i,j<, is a quotient ef 
A 6~ (Aij)l<i,i<, , then the characteristic polynomial of S divides that oj‘ A. 
Proof. For an eigenvalue X of S let dim(h) be the dimension of the 
eigenspace of A. Let A, , A, ,..., A, be the eigenvalues of S with each hi 
occurring dim(&) times. Let 
{x*1 %..'> xii(l); x21 ,...; x,1 >...> x,icr,: 
be a basis for C” with respect to which S assumes its Jordan normal form; 
that is, for 1 < j < r 
(S - h,Z) Xjt = Xj(t-1) , 1 < t < i(.i), 
(S - AjZ) Xjl = 0. 
In A the (i,j)th entry Sij of S is replaced by the (m(i) x nr(j)) matrix Aij 
having quasirow-sum Sij . For 1 < j < r and 1 < t < i(.i) let Xj, be the 
vector in CN obtained from xjt by replacing the kth entry x$) by the column 
vector ~(5) . e,; . Then for 1 < ,i -5 Y jt 
(A - hjl) Xj, = Xi(t-1) , 1 < t < i(j), 
(A - &I) Xj, = 0. 
Thus, the Xj, form part of a basis for CN with respect to which A assumes 
its Jordan normal form, whence each (i(j) x i(j)) Jordan block of S 
corresponds to an (i’(j) x i’(j)) Jordan block of A with i’(,i) > i(j). In 
particular the characteristic polynomial of S divides that of A. 0 
For a general graph r we are clearly free to partition the vertex set VT 
as we please. Thus it is meaningful to consider graphs r whose adjacency 
s82b/I’Y3-s 
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matrix A is (m(l),..., n?(n))-block-stochastic. The weighting of the vertices 
in each block of such a partition, which would be necessary if we were to 
speak of quasiblock-stochastic adjacency matrices, would have a natural 
interpretation only for a more general notion of graph. Restricting to 
blockstochastic adjacency matrices, (and every (N \’ N) adjacency matrix 
is block-stochastic for some (possibly trivial) partition of (l,..., N)), and 
their quotients, Remark 2.3, Corollary 2.4, and Theorem 2.5 suggest a 
natural notion of morphism for general graphs: a function ,f : r + d is a 
morphism whenever the image of I’ underfis a quotient of r. 
3. ANTIPODAL BLOCKS AND COVERING GRAPHS 
For the rest of this paper we work with simple, undirected graphs, that 
is general graphs r = (VT, y), where y : VT x Vr + {O. I) and y(u, u) ~7 
0 for all II E VT. In this context a morphism should map a simple graph 
to a simple graph, so the admissible partitions are of the following type. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let r be a simple graph and Vr = X1 u ... u X,,, a 
color partition of VT (that is: each Xi , 1 -.< i :5 m, is edge free) such that 
for each i. 1 ~,G i < m, and each xi E Xi . 
r(x,) n .Yj + c: if and only if ! r(x) n X, / = 1 for each x t Ai . Then 
the partition :X,:i is called a (0, I)-system of r. 
One can define (s, t)-systems for discrete graphs in a similar way. Other 
possibilities arise if we interpret a simple graph ras having weight function 
y : vr j-j VT 4 Z, , since then VT = uz, Xi is an admissible partition 
whenever for all i,,i, I S: i, j < ?)I, and x E Xi we have 1 r(x) n Xi 1 is even 
and the parity of / r(x) n Xj [ depends only on i and ,j. We stick to the 
simpler interpretation. The next two results are elementary but useful. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. [f r is connected and has a (0, I)-system (Xj~~‘~~, 
then i Xj j = r is independent of i, I -< i :.< m. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let r, ,..., I’, be the connectedcomporlents qf agraph 
r possessirzg a (0, 1)-system iXi}l”_l . Then { Vrj n Xi}~cI is a (0, 1 )-sysfe~ 
for r, . 1 : -1 j >: t. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let r be a connected graph of diameter d with 
cm # s , for each 21 E VI’. r is called antipodaZ if the collection of sets 
w u cd4h (the antipodal blocks) forms a partition of VT, which is 
then called the antipodal system of r. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let r be an antipodal graph of diameter d, such that 
for each u E VT and v E rdpI(u), r(v) n r,(u) f 0. Then the antipodal 
system of r is a (0, I)-system unless r = Kr(l),...,.(n) is a complete n- 
partite graph,,for n > 2. 
Proof. The antipodal system of r = Kr(l),,,,,r(n) is clearly not a (0, l)- 
system. Let r be antipodal. If d < 1, then r is a complete graph so 
r = K~,.,.,, and the proposition holds. Thus we assume that d 3 2. If 
tl E Vr and v E r(u), then (since r,(v) n r,(u) = a) we have 
r&v) C r,-,(u) and SO r,(u) C r,-,(v). Choose ~1 E W such that 
i{u} u rd(u)l = r is as small as possible. Suppose {u”, ,..., ~1,; = r,(u) and 
I(V) u r&)1 = S, with {Q ,..., v,] = rd(zl), then with a suitable labeling 
of the vertices we have ui E r(v,), so either r = s and the antipodal system 
is a (0, l)-system, or else d = 2; for if two elements of rd(v) are adjacent to 
the same element of rd(u), then they are at distance two from each other, 
whence d = 2. If d = 2, then r,(v) C r(u) and u is adjacent to every 
member of (v} u r,(v), for all u 4 (u> u F,(u), whence the antipodal blocks 
induce a partition of VT, with respect to which r = Kr(l),,,.,.Cn) is a 
complete n-partite graph, for some n > 2. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let r be an antipodal graph of diameter d, such that 
for all u E VT, and v E r&u), we have r(v) n r,(u) # Q. Then either 
d = 2 and r = K,c,),...,,c,) is a complete n-partite graph for some n > 2, 
or the antipodal blocks of r all have the same size a(r); in any case two 
vertices in the same antipodal block have the same valency. 
In view of Proposition 3.5 we work only with antipodal graphs of 
diameter d 3 3. If fi has a (0, I)-system {Xi}bl say, then we obtain as in 
Section 2 a natural quotient graph r = fii{Xi} = (VI’, y), where VT = 
(Xi : 1 < i < m] and r(Xi , Xj) = 0 or 1 according as, for each xi E Xi, 
p(xJ n Xj = CJ or f a. If ris connected, then 1 Xi I = r is independent 
of i, 1 < i < m, and F is called an r-fold covering graph of r. (If 
{X, i IS an antipodal system, then fi is called an antipodal covering graph 
of h., 
A connected graph with a (0, I)-system has a quotient graph which 
shares many of the combinatorial properties of the covering graph. In 
particular if f is a connected regular graph with a (0, I)-system (X,li , 
then F/<x~]- is regular with the same valency as f. The symmetry properties 
with respect to a group of automorphisms G of the connected graph F 
which admits a (0, I)-system carry over to the corresponding quotient 
graph T/{Xi} only if G leaves the system {X,}i invariant; that is (X,li is a 
system of imprimitivity for the action of G on VT. This is often, though 
not always, the case. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. Let r admit a (0. I)-system {X,i;l,. which is left 
invariant by the group G of automorphisms of p. Let K be the kernel of 
the action of G on the set of blocks (X,}:‘ll . 
(i) If p is (C, s)-transitive, then p/{Xi} is (G/K, $)-transitive 
(ii) Jf G acts distance-transitively on F, then either 
(a) -IX,: i is an antipodal system [ 131 or (b) r has valency 
2; in any case, G/K acts distance-transitively on r;ii(X,). 
In the first sections of an elementary course on permutation groups one 
learns that any transitive permutation group gives rise to a primitive 
permutation group on a set of maximal blocks, “whence one may justi- 
fiably study only primitive permutation groups.” In general, however, the 
transition to the primitive group may change the quality of the action 
quite considerably, especially in the graph theoretical context where we 
have highlighted the union of suborbits, T(u), of a vertex stabiliser G,, , 
21 E VT. Systems of imprimitivity are not necessarily (0, I)-systems. 
Examples abound of graphs which are (G, I)-transitive, having systems of 
imprimitivity which are not (0, I)-systems; a whole family of such graphs 
arises by taking line graphs of various two-arc transitive Levi graphs of 
geometric configurations; that is by considering flags as vertices. As a 
result the action of the stabiliser G, of a vertex z( on its set of neighbors, 
r(u). is imprimitive. It seems possible that if GE’“’ is primitive, then 
systems of imprimitivity (other than the bipartition of a bipartite graph) 
are necessarily (0, I)-systems. 
4. DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS 
For the rest of this paper r will be a distance-regular graph with 
valency K and diameter D( > 3), which has intersection array 
L(F) =: {K, B, ,..., B,-, ; 1. C’? .. . . . C,; 
and is an antipodal r-fold covering graph of r, a graph with diameter d, 
valency k = K, and intersection array 
L(r) = {k, 6, ,..., b,,&, ; 1, c2 . . . . . Cd}. 
We can relate the values of Ai, Bj , Ci with those of a,, bi , ci . For since 
r is distance-regular, we have 
T(u) n T&l) f C’ for any pair 11, ~1 where II E VT, P E r,-,(u). 
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Thus, as in Section 3 if u E VP, and (u2 ,..., uJ = F,,(U), then for v E F(U) 
we have (~1~ ,..., v,} = I, C T,-,(u) with vi E r(z)& 2 < i < r. Moreover, 
~D-,(4 = tJ G(v)>. 
OEP(U) 
Similarly we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Zf v E F%(u), 1 < i < d, then {vz ,..., v,} = pD(v) 2 
~D-i(U>, ~D-,W = UEPih) m4:, and with a suitable relabeling 
Z'j E fi(Uj), 2 < j < r. 
With the notation introduced above we have the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (i) Ai = ai , Bi = bi , Ci = ci , for 0 < i < d. 
(ii) Zf D is even, then d = D/2 and ad = Ad , cd = Bd + C, . 
(iii) Zf D is odd, then d = (D - I)/2 and cd = C, , ad = Bd + A, . 
Proof. (i) This follows from Proposition 4.1. Since D > 3 and p is 
distance-regular, the antipodal system ({u} u ~,,(u)},,,~ of r is a (0, I)- 
system. The quotient graph r has diameter d. Thus every antipodal block 
of p contains some vertex in lJf=, Fi(u). The antipodal blocks intersecting 
lJf1: pi(u) nontrivially are described by Proposition 4.1. By the distance- 
regularity of F, either (ii) D is even and 2d = D, or (iii) D is odd and 
2cZ + 1 = D. 
(ii) If D is even, then Proposition 4.1 implies that for v E pd(u), we 
have {v2 ,..., v,] = F,(v) C pd(u). Thus the A, joins from v to vertices of 
(r(v) n F,(U)) join distinct antipodal blocks, so Ad = ad and 
cd = Bd + Cd . 
(iii) If D is odd, then Proposition 4.1 implies that for vr E F,(U), we - - 
have {vz ,..., v,} = T,(Q) C r,+,(u). The vertices which contribute to ad 
are those of ~(vJ n pd(tl), 1 < i < r, so a, = Bd f Ad and cd = Cd . 1 
PROPOSITION (4.3). (i) Zf D is even, rhen (r - 1) C, = Bd . 
(ii) Zf D is odd, then (r - 1) C,,, = Bd . 
Proof. Let { V,}& be the antipodal system of p. Set 
K< = 1 F~(u)[ , ~1 E VT; ki = [ Ti(Vj)l ) Vj E VI’. 
(i) If D is even and if v E rdpl(u), then FD(v) C r,+,(u) by 
Proposition 4.1, so since {V,), is a (0, 1)-system we have C,,, = Bdpl . 
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Similarly C,+i = Bdpi , 1 < i < d, and Bd+i = Cd-i, 1 < i < d. Thus, 
Kd+i=(r-l)Kd--i,l <i<d,andK,=k,,l <i<d-1,whence 
so (r ~ 1) Cd = B, 
(ii) If D is odd, then similar arguments yield Kd+l = (r - 1) Kd 
and so Bd = (r - 1) Crl+l . 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. A distance-regular r-fold antipodal covering graph r 
of r may exist only for certain values of r not exceeding the valency of r. 
In the case where D is even, the intersection array of p depends only on 
that of r together with the integer r: 
L(P) = {k, b, ,..., b,-, , (r - 1) cd/r, cap1 ,..., cl ; 
Cl ,...> C~-~, cdr, Ll ,..., bl , k). (*I 
When D is odd we have an extra parameter C,,, = 0 and 
L(F) = (k, b, ,..., b-l, (r - 1) 0, cd, cd-1 ,..., cl ; 
cl ,..., cd-1 , cd , 8, bd-1 ,..., bl , k). (**I 
These restrictions are strong when one considers a graph r of valency k 
which admits a k-fold antipodal covering graph f: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f be a distance-regular k-fold antipodal coverirtg 
graph qf r of valency k. Then 
(i) ifDisodd,c,==Cd=landa,==Bd-+A,=k-1,whence 
r is a Moore graph; 
(ii) if D is even, then ad = Ad = 0, ci = 1 for 1 < i < d, 
and cd = k, whence r is one of Singleton’s minimal graphs of maximum 
even girth [ 121. 
Pro@ For the distance-regular graph r we have the monotonicity 
conditions (see [l] or [2]) 
Cl .< c, < ... < CD ; and B, > B, 3 ... 3 B,-, . 
Thus, if D is even we have 
I < cdel .< c,/k < b,-, ; and bd-, 3 (k - 1) cd/k >, cd-1 . 
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Hence,(a)c,=kandc,-,=ci=l,forl <i<d-l;and(b)b,-,= 
(k - 1) = bi , 1 < i < d - 1; thus r is one of Singleton’s minimal 
graphs of maximum even girth. If D is odd, then 
(k - 1) 0 = Bd , and (Ad + B, + C,) = k 
forces 0 = 1 = ci , 1 < i < d, and [k - 1) = bi , 1 < i < d, so I’ is 
a Moore graph. 1 
The Moore graphs are of the following types [7]: 
(a) the odd circuit graphs C,,,, ; 
(b) the complete graphs K,,, ; 
(c) Petersen’s graph 0, ; 
(d) the Hoffman-Singleton graph; 
(e) a possible graph of valency 57 and diameter 2. 
The minimal graphs of maximum even girth g = 2d and valency k are of 
the following types [12]: 
(a) the even circuit graphs, C,, ; 
(b) the complete bipartite graphs Kk,k with g = 4; 
(c) the Levi graphs of projective planes with g = 6; 
(d) the Levi graphs of generalised quadrangles with g = 8; 
(e) the Levi graphs of generalised hexagons with g = 12; 
The circuit graph r = C, has a unique antipodal double cover, namely 
p = C,, , for each n. If r = Kk,k, then k-fold antipodal covering graphs 
exist and are in one-to-one correspondence with projective planes of order 
k [5]. We shall not discuss these cases further here. To handle the other 
possibilities for I’ we use the feasibility conditions of Biggs (see [4]) to 
calculate the multiplicities of certain eigenvalues of the putative covering 
graph F. Only when r = K, , KG7 or Tutte’s eight-cage are these multi- 
plicities all integers, so none of the other cases actually occurs. We assert 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let T, with valency k and diameter D, be a distance- 
regular k-fold antipodal covering graph qf r, with valency k and diameter d. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) k = 2, r = C, and r = CZn ; 
(ii) D=3, r = K,,, with k = 6 or 56; 
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(iii) D = 4, r = K,C,,C where k is the order of some jinite projec- 
tive plane; 
(iv) D = 8, k = 3 and r is Tutte’s eight-cage. 
The calculations involved are exceedingly tedious. We describe the 
results obtained and leave the mechanical checking to the industrious 
reader. The case r = IY,,~~ is discussed in [5] and the case r = K,,, is 
handled in Section 5 (see Proposition 5.2). The feasibility conditions [2, 41 
allow one to calculate the eigenvalues X of r and their multiplicities m(h) 
from a matrix B(F) which depends only on the intersection array (*) or 
(**). The condition that m(h) be an integer is the deciding factor. Let B(p) 
have characteristic polynomial p(h). Proposition (2.5) reduces the problem 
of factorising p(h) to manageable proportions. Moreover, a theorem of 
Biggs [3] asserts that the multiplicity of X as an eigenvalue of pis the same 
as its multiplicity as an eigenvalue of I’, when this is nonzero. We assume 
that we are not in the cases (i), (ii), or (iii) of Proposition 4.6. 
We show first that the Moore graphs (c), (d), (e) have no k-fold anti- 
podal covering graphs. Suppose fi to be a k-fold antipodal covering of the 
Moore graph r of valency k > 3 and diameter d = 2. Then p has dia- 
meter D = 5 and intersection array 
L(T) = (k,k - 1, k - 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, k - 1, k). 
B(F) has characteristic polynomial 
p(h) = (A - k)(P + x - (k - l))(h3 $ A2 - (2k - 1) h - k). 
Thus p has eigenvalues k, II, u. x, y, z, where II, v are roots of (X0 + h - 
(k - 1)) and X, y, z are roots of (A3 + h” - (2k - 1) h - k). The multi- 
plicities of k, U, v as eigenvalues of f;i are the same as their multiplicities as 
eigenvalues of r. If u’ E (x, y, z>, then, as an eigenvalue of B(F), w has the 
right eigenvector (1, w, w2 - k, k ~ w12, -IV, -l)t and m(w) = k(k’ + 1) 
(k - I)/(MJ~ - IV + 2k). It is relatively easy to see that this is not an 
integer. 
We now consider in turn the graphs r of even girth g, and valency k > 3. 
(a) If g = 6, then B(r) has characteristic polynomial 
p(h) = X(hz - k”)(h2 - (k - l))(h2 - (2k - 1)). 
Hence r has eigenvalues h == 0, &k, &(k - 1)li2, &(2k - l)l/“, with 
multiplicities m(0) = 2(k2 - k + l)(k - 1)2/(2k - 1); m(&(k ~ l)‘/“) = 
k(k - 1); IX( &(2k - l)li’) = k(k - 1)(k2 - k + 1)/(2k - 1). Clearly 
m(O) is not an integer. 
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(b) If g = 8, then B(F) has characteristic polynomial 
p(h) = A@” - kS)(xe - 2(k - I))@4 - (3k - 2) A” + k(k - 1)). 
Hence P has eigenvalues h = 0, ik, *(2(k - l))“‘, Z/IX,, fx, , where 
xi2 = ((3k - 2) & ((3k - 2)? - 4k(k - 1))112)/2, for i = 1,2. Their 
multiplicities are 
m(0) = (k2 - 2k + 2)(k - 1); 
m(&(2(k - I))‘/‘) = (k - 1) k2/2; for i = 1,2, 
m-x,> = nz(Xf) 
= 
k2(k - l)(k” - 2k -t 2)((3k - 2) f  (5(k - 1)” + 2(k - 1) + 1)“2) 
2((5(k - i)2 + 2(k - 1) + 1) f 2(k - 1)(5(k - 1)” + 2(k - 1) + 1)““) . 
Clearly m(x,) . m(x,) must be an integer, whence one sees that k = 3 
(or 2), which corresponds to a triple covering of Tutte’s trivalent eight- 
cage; such a covering is unique when Fis distance-transitive [4, 131. 
(c) Tf g = 12, then B(T) has characteristic polynomial 
p(h) = &A2 - k2)(h2 - (k - l))(X2 - 3(k - l))(# - (5k - 4) A4 
i 3(k - 1)(2k - 1) A2 - (k - 1)” k). 
Hence fi has eigenvalues X = 0, fk, f(k - l)li2, f(3(k - I))‘/“, and 
three pairs &xi , i = 1, 2, 3, which are roots of 
(X2)3 - (Sk - 4)(h2)2 + 3(k - 1)(2k - 1) X2 - (k - 1)” k. 
Their multiplicities are 
m(0) = 2(k - I)(1 + (k - 1)” + (k - l)4)/3; 
m(&(3(k - l))‘/“) = k2(k - I)(k + (k - 1)2)/6, 
m(ixJ = 2(k - 1)” ((k - 1)” - 1) k/(k - 2)(q4(6(k - 1)” 
-t 3(k - 1) + I) + $(k - 5) + 2(k - I)” k2). 
This case can be excluded by considering separately the cases where xi2 is 
rational (and hence integral) and where xi2 is irrational. 
We end with the following consequence of (*) and (**). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If F is an antipodal covering graph of r’, then F has 
an antipodal covering graph only ifr’ (and JTence I’) is a circuit graph. 
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Proof. Let I” have diameter & and valency k, with intersection num- 
bers ai’, bi’, ci’, and suppose F is an r-fold antipodal covering graph of I’. 
The intersection array of r is given in terms of that of r’ by a suitable 
variation of either (*) or (**). In particular cl’ = 1 = b,-, . The inter- 
section array of f is given in terms of that of r and the integer r by (*) or 
(**). If D is even, then b,-, = 1 implies 
r = 2 and 1 = (cd)/2 = cd-1 = *.* = c1 = 1. 
But if I’ is an antipodal graph, then cd = k = 2, and so r is a circuit 
graph. If D is odd, then 1 = b,-, = cd = k, which is impossible. i 
5. THE COMPLETE GRAPHS 
Distance-transitive graphs of diameter 3 are of the following types: 
(i) primitive; (ii) bipartite, but not antipodal; and (iii) antipodal covering 
graphs of complete graphs. In this section we consider possible distance- 
regular antipodal covering graphs fi of r = K,,, ; that is d = 1. 
Propositions 5.1 and 5.9 were originally obtained by Norman Biggs. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. An antipodal r-fold covering graph p of KTC,, has 
diameter D = 3 and intersection arrqv 
~(7) = (k, (r - 1) 8, 1; 1, 0, k] 
for suitable values of r and 8. T has eigenvalues k, - 1, x, y, where x, y = 
((k - 1 - Or) f ((k - 1 - Br)2 + 4k)lj2)/2, with multiplicities 
m(k) = 1; m(- 1) = k; m(x) = k(k + I)(r - l)/(k + x2); 
m(y) = k(k + I)(r - l)/(k + y’). 
x and y satisfy (i) x . y = -k, (ii) -(x + l)( y + 1) = Or. Moreover, 
x2, Y2 are integers, whence either (a) both x and y are integers, or 
(b)(k - 1) = Brandx,y = &k ljz, so r has intersection array 
I = (k, (k - l)(r - 1)/r, 1; 1, (k - 1)/r, k). 
Proof. By (**) D = 3 and the intersection array has the stated form. 
B(r) has characteristic polynomial 
p(h) = (X - k)(h + 1)(/V - (k - 1 - Or) h - k) 
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whence the feasibility conditions yield the stated multiplicities. Further- 
more (h - x)(X - JJ) = h2 - (k - 1 - or) X - k, whence (i) and (ii) 
follow. x and y are algebraic integers, and x2, y2 are rational since m(x), 
m(u) are integers. Thus x2 and y2 are integers, and if x, y are not themselves 
integers, then (k - 1 - or) = 0, so x, 2’ = &k1i2. 1 
The maximal case r = k yields the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. rfr is a k-fold antipodal covering graph of K,,, , then 
k = 2, 6, or 56. 
Proof. Since Bd = e(r - 1) < (k - l), we have 19 = 1. Thus - 1 = 
(k - 1 - t3r) # 0, so x and y are integers. Thus (1 + 4k)l12 = n, for some 
integer n. But then m(x) = k(k + l)(k - I)/(k + x2) = (n” - l)(n2 - 3) 
(n” - 5)/32 . n(n f 1) being an integer forces n = 3, 5, or 15, whence 
k = 2, 6, or 56. 1 
Let r be a Moore graph of girth 5 and diameter 2, with valency (k + 1). 
If u E VT, then as an induced subgraph r,(u) is a k-fold antipodal covering 
graph of K,,, . Thus, the possibilities k = 2, 6 of Proposition 5.2 really 
occur. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If p is a (k - 1)-fold antipodal covering graph of 
r = K,,, , then either 
(i) 0 = 2, k = 3 and F = Q3 = 2 . K4 with A, = 0, or 
(ii) 0 = 1, x, y = &k1i2 and k is even. 
Proof. Since B, = B(k - 2), we must have B(k - 2) < (k - 1). If 
8 = 2, then k = 3 and A, = 0 forces fi = Q3. Otherwise 0 = 1, so 
(k - 1 - 0r) = 0. Since A, = I, k must be even. 1 
Apart from the cases k = 2,4 no other example of Proposition 5.3 (ii) 
appears to be known: for k = 2, r = C, and r = C,; fork = 4, I = KS , 
r = L(O,) is the line graph of Petersen’s graph, the unique threefold 
antipodal covering graph of KS, with intersection array 
L = (4, 2, 1; 1, 1,4}. 
The line graph L(0,) of the odd graph 01, provides a nice example of a 
graph with a (0, 1)-system, which is not antipodal unless k = 3, and 
which is a system of imprimitivity for the action of the automorphism 
group of L(0,). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The graph r = L(0,) of valency 2(k - 1) with 
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$k(27c’) vertices is a $(“~~~)-foZd covering graph of K,,-, ; it is antipodal 
only when k = 3. 
Proof. 0, = C, , whence L(0,) = 0, is a one-fold covering graph 
of K3. Thus we may assume that k > 3. The vertices of 01, may be 
labeled with the k-subsets of (l,..., 2k - l>, with two vertices adjacent 
precisely when their labels have just one symbol in common. Thus each 
edge of O,<-and hence each vertex of L(O,)-receives a natural label 
from the set (l,..., 2k - 11, namely the symbol common to the labels of 
its two endpoints. The partition of VL(0,) into blocks of similarly labeled 
vertices is a (0, 1)-system. 0, has diameter (k - 1); L(0,) has diameter k. 
One can check that if u E VL(0,) is labeled “i,” then r,(u) also contains 
vertices labeled “7 (where r = L(0,)). Hence the resulting (0, l)- 
system can be antipodal only when k = 3, in which case it is antipodal, as 
we have already seen. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. A (k - 2)-fold arltipodal coverirlg graph F of 
r = Kc+, (k = , 2 4), exists only (f k 4, 0 = 3, A, = 0 and r = 2 . Kj . 
Proof. If r = (k - 2), then B, = B(k - 3). Hence 19 = 1, or 0 = 2 
and k 5: 5, or 0 = 3 and k = 4. 
If 0 = 3 and k = 4, then A, = 0 and r = 2, whence F = 2 * KG . 
If0 = 2,thenk = 4or5.Ifk = 4,thend = 2forces 
L(F) = {4,2, 1; I, 2,4} 
which is easily seen to be impossible. If 19 = 2 and k = 5, then r = 3, 
which is impossible by Proposition 5.6. Suppose 8 = 1. Then p has 
intersection array 
L(T) = (k, (k - 3), I; 1, 1, kj. 
Hence Br = (k - 2), so X, y = (1 & (1 + 4k)l/“)/2 must be integers. 
Thus k = (n2 - 1)/4, for some integer n. Moreover, 
m(x) = 2k(k + l)(k - 3)/((2k + 1) + (4k + 1Y2) 
= (n - l)(n” + 3)(n” - 13)/16(n + 1) 
is also an integer. Similarly nz( y) = (n + I)(n” + 3)(n” - 13)/16(n - 1) 
is an integer. Elementary arguments with greatest common divisors show 
that this is impossible for integral II. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose k is prime, and that r is an r-fold antipodal 
covering graph of r = K,,, . Then either 
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(i) r = 2, p = 2 * K,,, with AI = 0, or 
(ii) x, y = fI~l/~, r&h (k - 1) = 8r. 
Proqf. Suppose x, y are integers. Then x . y = -k forces either 
(a) x=k,y=-I or (b) 3c= -k,y= 1. 
Let w = (/i - 1 - or). In case (a), w = I + y = k - 1, whence fir = 0, 
which is impossible. In case (b), w = -k + 1 = k - 1 - Or, whence 
t9r = 2(/i - 1). Now A, = k - B(r ~ 1) - 1 3 0, and so I-V 3 -0. 
Thus 6’ = k ~ 1, r = 2 and A, = 0, whence 7 = 2 . K,,, . 1 
It follows that an r-fold antipodal covering graph F of KS satisfies 
either (i) r = 2, p = 2 . K, with A, = 0, or (ii) A, = 0 = 2 = r, whence 
P is the icosahedron. The double covering graph 2 . K,,, with A, = 0 of 
(5.6)(i) clearly occurs for any value of k, and is unique; for example, 
2 . K.* with A, = 0 is the familiar three-cube, Q3. In general double covers 
are not unique, as we have seen in the case of KG = r, r = the icosa- 
hedron. The existence of such distinct antipodal covers is clearly linked 
with the parameter 6’ and so arises only in the case of odd diameter covering 
graphs. However in the distance-transitive case it appears that distinct 
antipodal covering graphs correspond in some way to distinct subgroups 
of the full automorphism group of r. This suggests that one should con- 
sider a distance-transitive configuration to be a pair (r, G), where G is 
some group of automorphisms acting distance-transitively on r. Distinct 
antipodal extensions may then occur when we take different subgroups 
for G. For example (0,) Sym(5)) has a distance-transitive double cover 
p with Al = 0, whereas (0, , Alt(5)) has the dodecahedron as double 
cover. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let r be a (k - 3)-fold antipodal covering graph of 
r = Khel . Then okle of the following holds: 
(i) k = 5, A, = 0, 0 = 4 and r = 2 ’ K, ; 
(ii) k = 5, A, = 2, 0 = 2 and f;iis the icosahedron; 
(iii) k = m2 - 1, tJ = 1, which is always feasible. 
Proof: B, = B(k - 4) 2; (k ~ l), so k > 5 and we have one of the 
following: 
(a) 8 = 4, k = 5, A, = 0 and r = 2 . KS ; 
(b) 9 = 3, k = 5; but then A, = 1, which is impossible; 
(c) B = 2, whence k < 7; if k = 5, then one can check that p is 
the icosahedron; if k = 6, then Br = k = 6, x = 2, y = -3 and m(x), 
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in(y) are not integers; if k = 7, then Br = k $ 1 = 8 and X, y = -1 & d/s 
are not integers. 
(d) 0 = I, Br = (k - 3) and X, ~1 = 1 f (1 $ k)l/“, whence 
h- = m2 - 1, for some integer m. m 
One can prove a variety of results like the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. !f r is an rTfold antipodal corerillg graph of 
r = Kk+., and A, = 2, then either 
(,i) 19 == Cz >, 2, OY 
- - 
(ii) .for each u E VT. T(u) is a disjoint union of circzlits of lerlgth 3. 
Proof. Let II E VP, v E p(u). Then F(U) must be a union of circuits, of 
lengths t, ,..., t,,, say. If w E F(U) n p(u), then F(W) n f(u) 2 {u>. Thus 
eitherfi(w)n~(v)n~,(u)#o or3=t,=t,=--a. 1 
In particular if B = 1, then r = (k - 2), and T(U) is a disjoint union of 
circuits of length 3, whence k = 0 (mod 3). This provides an alternative 
short proof of Proposition 5.5. 
In closing we note that the feasibility conditions are not always so 
restrictive. For r = Kk,!< we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. An antipodal r-fold covering graph F qf the complete 
bipartite graph T = Kk,R has intersection array 
L(F) = {k, (k - l), k(r - 1)/r, 1; 1, k/r, (k - l), k) 
with eigetzoalzles +k, -&klj’, 0, having multiplicities 1, k(r - I), 2(k - l), 
respectively. 
Little else is known except when r = k [5]. 
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